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 are the usual refrain, which one hears everywhere amongst Britishers in the Far
 East, viz. "The British Government has badly neglected the interests of its
 people." One wonders why such a keen observer did not perceive and place on
 record that, in addition to the slackness of the Government, the ordinary British
 merchant has not risen to the occasion with his traditional alertness. The author
 might have instanced a leading British hong in Newchwang to show how adverse
 circumstances could be overcome, first and foremost, by the active members of
 the firm being adepts at speaking, not only Chinese, but French, and, thus, able
 to do business direct with natives and high Russian officials. Also, having one
 member conversant with Japanese customs and language, they have successfully
 competed for Japanese business. Whereas the usual practice is for the British
 merchant to do everything through the medium of the Erglish-speaking natives;
 thus handicapping himself when competing with the enterprising Japanese or per-
 severing Germans.
 The book is well worthy of careful study. Point after point is clearly brought
 forward; thus attention is called to the fact that the heavy goods trade of the port
 of Newchwang must continue, whereas a new class of export and imports will
 make Dalny flourishing. The descriptions of the richness and beauty of the
 country are by no means overdrawn, especially when seen in summer or early
 autumn.
 The Russo-Chinese Bank has done something, and might do much more, to
 mitigate the barbarous systems which have grown up through lack of a proper
 currency. A very great impetus has, undoubtedly, been given to trade by the
 railway and bank, but everything has been kept back by the idea of a great war,
 which possessed every native merchant.
 The concluding chapters on Korea and the conditions in that unfortunate land,
 are well worthy of consideration, whilst the remarks on the German policy in
 Shantung deserve special attention. This book should be read together with 'The
 Russian Advance,' by A. J. Beveridge. R. T. T.
 AFRICA.
 A WORD-PICTURE OF NYASALAND.
 ' Nyassaland under the Foreign Office.' By H. L. Duff. London: George Bell. 1903.
 Pp. xvi. and 422. With a Map.
 Descriptive topographical work may be divided into three classes-that which
 leaves no impression of the subject on the mind ignorant of it; that which leaves
 a false impression; and that which leaves an impression which the mind, though
 ignorant, feels to be accurate. The first is provided by the class of traveller who
 adheres too closely to deeds and the use of the first person; the second may be the
 outcome of various characteristics from inborn inaccuracy to local patriotism; the
 third is given to that true observer who has at command a flow of convincing
 language. In this class, and highly placed in it, stand Mr. Duff's work on Nyasa-
 land. Avoiding controversy, avoiding political or scientific discussion, he confines
 himself purely to things seen, and his words carry conviction that they represent
 these things, and therefore Nyasaland, not dreamland.
 He dismisses very briefly the circumstances of Nyasaland previous to, and
 leading up to, the establishment of the British Central Africa Protectorate. They
 have been detailed by men who took a share in them, and Mr. Duff writes no more
 about them than is necessary to introduce his subject. Then the reader is led up
 the Zambezi, through the network of channels above its mouth, and up the boldly
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 sweeping united stream to which these give place. The journey ends in the com-
 fortless machilla, or hammock, borne by native bearers, at the tin-roofed township
 of Blantyre. In his vivid accounts of the physical characteristics of those parts of
 the country with which he is most intimate (principally the Shire highlands), the
 author so far looks with the eye of the scientific topographer that the reader is
 able to follow very clearly the marked divergence between region and region
 dependent primarily upon variation of altitude-a divergence which is perhaps
 hardly conceived by the majority at home. The " fine rolling down country," with
 its keen climate (where the familiar Scottish appearance of the burns impelled Mr.
 Duff to essay their pools with a trout rod), which occurs in the Shire highlands,
 also marks, on a more extensive scale, an abrupt transition stage between the Gcrub
 forest bordering Lake Nyasa and the plateau proper of Northern Angoniland, on
 which, again, a waterless and uninhabited tract occurs in the direction of North-
 Eastern Rhodesia, beyond the Linyangwa river. The chapters on flora and fauna
 are equally acceptable to the general reader, discussing classes in descriptive terms
 rather than individual species (except a few of the more noteworthy) under
 scientific terms. On the various peoples which go to make up the native popula-
 tion, Mr. Duff, as having administered districts where he was brought into close
 contact with most of them, writes fully and authoritatively. His impressions of
 the majority of them are favourable, and it is to be gathered that his personal
 relations with them were excellent, and quite as intimate as is needful for satis-
 factory administration; and this fact amply justifies the sound remarks on the
 only controversial matter of practice which the author allows himself to touch-
 the work of the missionaries. Finally, Mr. Duff is no less sportsman than adminis-
 trator, and along with his discussion of the fauna he gives a few experiences of his
 own indicative of the kind of wildfowl and big-game shooting to be expected,
 views with satisfaction the establishment of the two game reserves near Chiromo
 and near Lake Chilwa, and does not omit to indicate the variety of possibilities
 offered to the angler in Nyasa.
 There is little that is suggestive as regards the future of Nyasaland in this
 book. Generalities apart, there are only noticeable a few such hints as the rather
 noteworthy one that, from a comparison of conditions in India, indigo might
 possibly be grown on the cultivated and cultivable lands bordering the Shire river.
 For the rest, the book stands by its descriptions, the excellence of which balances
 the fewness of illustrations, though of these the few are good. The only feature
 in which the volume is stinted as regards appearance is, as too often, the map.
 0. J. R. H.
 HERERO LAND.
 'Bergtouren und Steppenfahrten im Hererolande.' Von Franz Leiner. Berlin:
 Susserott. 1904.
 This little book is the outcome of journeys in German South-West Africa
 undertaken by the author-a journalist with some knowledge of the adjoining
 British territories-for the purpose of studying the actual condition of affairs in
 the German possession. It is particularly a propos at the present time, seeing that
 the routes led through north-eastern Herero Land, the headquarters of the present
 revolt, to the causes of which the writer pays special attention. He takes an
 unbiassed and independent line in his discussion of existing administrative methods,
 and holds that there can be no peace in the country without a German occupation
 of Ovambo Land. Both by its descriptions and illustrations, the book helps con-
 siderably towards an understanding of the nature of the country and its people.
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